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0n a measure of nonconvexity and applications

Introduction" The measure of noncompactness which was introduced by

Kuratowski [8] (in 1930] has now become an important tool in nonlinear

analysis (although its va'lue in that regard was not appreciated until

much later). Follow'ing Kuratowski we introduce a measure of nonconvexity

which has many properties in conrnon wit,h the ffieasure of noncompactness

and therefore we may not't have "convsx'* where previously we had "compact"

in the statements of some theorems.

For example, let E be a Banach space and conslder the dif-

ferential equation

st = f(tse)r n(t/ -- so, (l.l)

where f:f " E + E. Let u(tttotaol denote the solution of (l.l) and

x(trtotX) = {n(t,to,n}.'co e X},

where x is a subset of E" Let y(il denote the rneasure of noncompactness

of A. Ambrosetti [t] and Szufla [10] used the condition that f is

c-Lipschitz'ian, i.e., there is an L > A such that

"rfff xl| . ny(x), (1.2)

to guarantee that

y(r(t,to,x)), eL(t-tily(x)" t Ztn. ( I .3)

More generally one introduces a function g{t,d, which may be nonlinear,



and replaces condition t1.a) by weaker condition [6]

y(f(t,a)} < s(t,\u)),

to guarantee that

y(e(t"to,x)l . r(t"to,l ft)l (1.6)

Here r(t'to:*o/ is the maximal solution of the scalar differential

equatl on

lar = g(tru): u(tl = zo :0, (l'7)

Similarly' if o denotes the measure of nonconvexity then we

may obtain the analogous estimate

e(c(trtorx)l . r(t,to,oft)1" t Zto,

(1.5)

(1.8)

If the maximal solution of (1.7) ls identically zero, when u0 = 0, then

in view of (1.8) <(1.6)>, the closure of x(trt ,x) is convex <compact>

for t , to if it is convex <compact> at t = to,

The concept of a comparison map, such as 0, which bounds the

neasure of noncompactness has been used in fixed point theory in connection

with the contraction mapping and Schauder principles [+],[5]. In Sectlon 2

we make some general remarks concernlng comparison maps, the lneasures of non-

compactness and nonconvexity and fixed point theory. The role of the measure

of nonconvexity in differential equations in discussed in Sectlon 3.



2-. A measure of nonconvexity. Let E be a Banach space (wlth nonn ll'll)
and A a subset in E" Oenote by caft) the convex hull of A. }le say

that A is a-measunable with measure oa) if

q(A) = ttla,co&)l (2.21

Clearly, a bounded set is s-measurable.

From the definition the following properties of o can be derived

in a straightfonrard manner.

(i) ufd) = 0 iff Z' {*e closure of Al is convex;

(ii) a(^A) = lxla$) for I e .Rt (where ltA = {\ala e Ali

(iii) a&+n) < e(A) + a(B)i

(iv) la(A) - eE)l < a(A-B)i

(v) o.(T) = u,G) i

(vi) s,(il < diamtulJ (the diameter of -,ali

(vii) laT) - o.rc)l . *H(A"P),

a,(A) = Bup tnf lln-"ll < €
beco(A) aeA

Alternatlvely, if H(x,v) denotes the Hausdorff distance

x and y"

(2.1)

between two subsets

the measure of noncompactness Y.

by a finite number of sets of

if Ae B. does not hold for G'

be convex. Unfortunately a{A)

not A itself if A is not closed.

Note that all these properties are shared by

Recall o(il = lnf{ d > 0l/ can be covered

diameter i d]. The property y$) < yft)

for lf it did, then every ciosed set would

measures only the nonconvexity of T and



As a consequence of (2,9) and a similar lnequallty for yr

Iy(al - tBll < H(A,B)" the measures o and y are continuous with

respect to the Hausdorff metric, that is,

Proposition 2.1. Let

approaches a subset A*

are a-measUrable,

An be a sequence of subsets of E such that

in the Hausdorff metric. Then (i) if An

(ii) if An are bounded,

Proposition 2.3.

bounded subsets

and compact and

c(A ) +A andn

-!tnr a(A--) = a(A*).n-ro n

hA t(anl = '((A*),

(2. to)

(2. r 1 )

lroposition 2.2 (Kuratow:ki). Let (x,p) be a complete metric space

and let Ao= Ar= ... be a decreasing sequence of nonempty, closed sub-

sets of E. Assume v(An) + A. Then if we write A* = n[,o Ar, A* is
a nonempty compact set and An approaches c- in the Hausdorff metric.

Proof. Suppose r(An) -> A. It
converges to the nonempty compact

in addition, u(An) -> A then in

is also closed, A* is convex by

be a decreasing seguence of closed

--Q^ a.-. Then A- is nonempty, convexnal n

A* in the Hausdorff metric iff

follows from Proposition 2.2 that An

set A- in the Hausdorff metric. If,
view of (2.10); a(A*) = 0. Since A

i2.3).

of

A
n

'rG

Let Ar= A, =
E. Let A* =

converges to

/*0.
n



SuPPose An * A-

Then by (2.10) and (2.1i),

in the Hausdorff metric and s.(A*) = y(A*) = 0.

a(An) -> A and v(An) -> 0.

Propgsition 2.1. Let Ao =.4r- be a decreasing sequence of closed'

bounded subsets of E such that a(An) -> A and t(An) + A, Suppose r
is a continuous map of Ao * Aa such that

IaEA

Then there extsts an

Proof. The result is a

since, from Proposition

maps A- 'into i tsel f .

neA*=nlo

n = 0, 1,

,4,0 such that

'if n e A ,n-
(z.tzl

(2. 13)T&=fi

corollary of the Schauder principle (177, p,67].

7,3, A* is nonempty, convex and compact and ?

Closely associated with the notion of measure of noncompactness

is the concept of k-set-coltraction (also due to Kuratowskl i8]). Let

(xfdJ and (xz,dz) be metric spaces and suppose T:X, + x, is a con-

tinuous map. lde say r is a k-set-contraction if given any bounded set

A in xf r(A) is bounded and vr?{il} lktJtl where "{i denotes

the measure of noncompactness in Xi, i. = 1,?,

Proposition 2.5 (Darbo t3l). Let c be a c'losed, bounded, convex set

l. Then r has a fixed Point,and T:c -> c a k-set-contractionn k <

i.e., a point & satisfying (2.13).

The above generalization of the Schauder principle'was further

extended [5] bV introducing a comparison function U which has the

following properties: (i) 0 maps a conical segment of regular cone in
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a partially ordered space into ltself; (ii) ,l) is monotone; (lii) 0 is

upper semi-continuous from the right; (fv) g(n) = r iff & = 0 (the zero

of the space). Then Darbo's condition y(ru)|:Wru, k.l, is replaced

by the weaker conditlon

t@fill , ,plr7)'1. (2.14)

In [5] vectsn-valued measure of noncompactness was considered. Our present

discussion is limited to the cone of nonnegative numbers in fr In this
context it is more appropr{ate {see Proposition 2.2, below} to use a com-

parison function which was introduced hy Boyd and l,long [Z] in their discus-

sion of the contraction mappinE principle.

Definition 2.1. A function ,p:[0,-; ,r [0,*) is a comparison function if
(i) vrtl < t for f, > 0, {ii) 'l,(0) = 0, u is upper semi-continuous

from the right.

Proposition 2.6. !-et { be a comparison

seguence of nonnegative real numbers such

Then the sequence S, converges to zero.

Froof . Since ,s

let 5o,Srr... bea

< U(Sn-t)t ft=112e...

converges monotoni-

n * nl12,

ri ght.

map and

that s
n

cally. Suppose s-

But this contradicts

< v(sn-r)

= lLur ,9
n

the upper

1 Sn_t, the sequence

0. Then 0s* < ,s* <

semi-continuity from

t

un'

the

Proposition 2.7. Let {:[0,d)
continuous from the right, and

extension to [0,-] which is a

u 10,a} be nonincreasing, upper semi-

V(t)= t iff t=0, Then 0 hasan

comparison function.



Progl. Since the interval l},al is a segment of the regular cone (of

nonnegative real numbers) it follows from Theorem 3.'l in [a] that if
t < *(t) then t . to where to is the maximal solution of {(t) = t.
By assumption f,o = 0. Thus t . ,lt(il iff t = 0, If we def ine

6(U = 4t(d, f, > a then + is a comparison function.

Definition2.2. Let (xr,II II,) and (xr,lI Ilr) beBanachspaces

and suppose TiXL + lt2 is a continuous map. l,le say that Y is a

rp-set-contraction with respect to convexity <compactness> if given

any o-measurable <bounded> set A in Xt, f U) is s-measurable

<bounded> and

o,r(r{il} : orhrG)}

< rr(r{il } . t(r, (il}>

(2.r5)

(e. t s)

where oi <\4> denotes the measure of nonconvexity <noncompactness>

in xi, i = 1,2, tte say that r is a q-contraction if llrn-ryl l, S

U([lr-vllr] for every a,y e xr, The following result is a generalization

of a sfmilar result due to Darbo [3] in regard to relating the notion of

k-contraction, i.e., a g-contraction with g(t) = kt, to the notion of

k-set-contracti on.

Proposition 2.8. Let 1xr, | | | I,) and 1xr,l I I lr) be Banach spaces.

Let T be a rt-contractlon, then (i) r is a o-set-contraction with respect

to compactness; (iil nQa,?B) < ,lt(n(a,n)) whenever H(A,B) < *i (iii) if
for every CI-measurable set A, caOA) = r(rafU) (where 6fxl denotes the

convex closure of x) the ? is o-set-contraction with nespect to convexity.



Proof. (i) Let A be a bounded set in xt and suppose tr(il = d.

Then giver e > 0, we can write, = r.!, 5rr dtamfr/ :d + x . Thus
m

f(A) = 39, 
rtsrl and since r is a g-contraction, dian(?(s j)\ <.$(d+J.

Let e. be a sequence of positlve numbers converging to zero such that
I

*H+el converges and let b = llm $(d+eO). Then by upper semi-continuity

from the right, b < lt(il, Flence r"QA) 1 !'(il. (ii) Let A and B be

setssuchthat H(A,B)=d<-. Let bea. Then rnr{llr|-rallr, aeAl:
rnr{g(llt-"| ll}, a e Ai < rpd by the Ltpper semi-continuity from the right

of the function 'p. Similarly rrrr{ llra-rZllr, u e ri : rpd. Thus

H$A,nB) < d. (iii) Let A be an c-ffeasurable set in Jrl. Then from (li),
aeA) = H(TAtToftA)> * H(rA-co(TA)) f rt(ra,r(6(A)t} = nlrn$(ii.?nl' 1

i,(H(A

Theorem 2.9. Let A be a closed subset of a Banach space and r a map

from A ints itself. if r is set contractive wtth respect to convexity

<compactness> then A is convex <compact> In particular, the set of

fixed points of a set contractfve with respect to convexity <compactness>

map of a closed subset of a Banach space B into B is convex <compact>.

proof. Set m = s,tr(A)l = a$) (m = y(r(A)\ = yA)j.

m > 0 then *(d < m. But this is impossible. Clear'ly

< rl(il. If

Thegrem :?.1-0. Let c be a closed, bounded set and T:c + c a {,l-set-

contraction with respect to ccnvexity and a rpr-set-contraction with respect

to compactness. The set of fixed points of r is nonempty, convex, and

compact.

Then m

m=4.

Proof.

t =u.(C)nn

Let C
nv

, then

= Ct and

it follows
n+L

that

Let Bn

0 and

'1(cn),

+$.t
n

L

n+L

from

= ?q). Then

Proposition 2.6

t".
n

s-)n



By

by

Proposltion 2.4, the set Fft) of flxed points of T is nonempty and'

Proposition 2.9, it is also convex and compact.

3. Convexity_ of solutions of differenti-al e_quations.

Let E be a neal Banach space and let I l. I I denote the norm

iet r = {c e rl llrl I : a} denote the ball of radius b and

Ltorto+aJ*B where *0t0, arto.
Consider the differential equation

in E. ble

let R E

where f e

exi stence

i6l. One

(r) f is

Another is

dition B

of

of

sr = f (tralt x{tn} = &a, (f .t}

[no,aJ. There are several known results whlch guarantee the

solutions to (3.1). l{e mention {n particular those given in

the condttions given there is:

uniformly continuous 'in Fo.

a compactness condition which is similar to the convexity con-

stated below.

For any subset Ae B and for smaTl Lt > I set

u(fl = Iula = *hf(t"x) :a e Al'

l,{e introduce a {compartson} scalar differential equation

4t = g(tru), u(t') = 0

where g e c [[ro, tatr\ * nInJ. Assume that u 
=

of (3.2). Then the convexity condltion on f is

{3.2}

0 is the unique solution
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(II}

for any subset Ac, B.

t,le also require the following condition on a set A cBz

(III) fte_lslt of sqlutions *ft e^), s^eA of
-U.--lr-- {3.1} exists and is

the conditions given inequicontinuous. Condition III is satisfied under

[6] when A is pre-cornpact.

The_orem 3.1. Let A cB have ccnvex closure and let condition I, II' and

III be satisfied for (3..|). Then the set

r(t,to,A) = lr(t,to"rl lco e a]

has convex closure for t e f-tarto*rJ.

Proof. Set m(t) = u(x(t,A)) where a is the measure of nonconvexity

and n(t,A) = &(ttt,,A). Our claim is then m(t) = 0, Now n(t+il - m(t) =

a(a(t+h"A/) - a{cft,,il} = la(r(t+U,A, - a(nnfp}l + [o(nh(flI 'a(n(t,A]ll.
If we know that

tin lnr t;rLc'lo(t+h,A)l - o(aorfl)l :0 (3.3)
h-r0+

then tt follows from condltion II that nSn(t) :.g(t,m(t)l where D+ denotes

a Dini dertvative. It follows further from the theory of differential inequa-

Ittles [9] that m(t] = B. Thus it remains to verify (3.2].

By properties (2.4), (?.6) and (Z.g)

l{n tnf
fu*+ {o-' .['uo(r)I -,*l} ! g{t,a(il)



'xa6Jp1 a[q?ulBlle uP s]

n ,'a'l ,st = 10st'4Sx lpr,ll r.l3ns 0, oX ofr 6ullrauuor X.uau6as autl aql

uo 0c slslxa aJaqx z pup fr 6ullaauuor Suau6as aull aql uo sall {'r }t
lpr;l t{oul ar4 uaql 'P*0+'0+J a t auos JoJ 102'q1x = z '10ft,+1x = fr. las

"y, s az'0ft ,$ rlelnrlX.red utr .xanuo3 osle r 
[.g ruaJoaql ,{g .a3uaq pup pasol]

st (v'+1* uaql 'P+ +'o?] . + rirpa roJ snonulluoo s! 10r'q1n * ot

dBu dnor6-lues aql ]Br{? pue xceduro3 s! y lpql raquner asoddng .$p@

6u11e1 ,(q 'or
s lql f s'q-)r

Jo

Jo

'1uaun0.le aql sapn []u03 str,f1 . 
L lprus {11uaf 3tJJns u

guapuadapul . [1eus rf ll.rpJllqJp apsu aq up3 uolsse.rdxa 1se1

fllnulXuorlnba aq3 fq pue ! 30 ,t?inulluol luroJlun aql fg

l1{0r"+1*'+).1 - {{0x's+4su's++JJll 
r{r-rn

t4++t "

lq{an'+Sx'+}j - {{0a'+1r - yBx,r4++)*) r_ull iloN

'0r ug ,f1ui"ro;:gun {{an'+s*'+)J "- {{s*u+1a - 1a*,4++)slr-4

?eqa tlol.{s 0? sa3lJJns ?l asuaH

'l({ax'+1x'4)J - df r'+)n - f*'u++)*Jz-4tHi',

; L(rlsqv - (v'4+a1n')t-q1n; L(r{lqv)" - l(v'u++)s}"Jr_4

' spl $l

I

t!
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